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The name is POSS.
It's synonomous with traditional Southern eating
— just as Sanford Stadium means exciting football.
It arouses visions of succulent steaks, tender bar-
becue and mouth-watering Brunswick Stew.
At POSS' RESTAURANT on the Atlanta High-
way, we've been delighting Athenians for years
with our tender steaks and that delicious POSS
barbecue. And, of course, we offer curb service,
take-out orders and a complete catering service.
Need a place to entertain a group? Call POSS'
LAKEVIEW for complete facilities in a beautiful
natural setting. Lakeview caters parties, banquets
and holiday buffets for groups of up to 600 hun-
gry people.
You'll also find the name POSS on the shelves
of better grocery stores and supermarkets across
the Southeast. Our FAMOUS FOODS Division,
right here in Athens, makes such famous POSS
delicacies as Brunswick Stew, Pork with Barbecue
Sauce, Sloppy Joes, Bottled Hot Sauce, Hot Dog
Chili and Chili with Beans.
What's in our name? A lot of famous good eat-
ing . . . more than 40 years of Southern tradition.
Enjoy POSS' famous foods . . . and learn more
about what's good in our good name.
/ w
Georgia mountains...quiet woodlands...a lovely resort.
Come and make it your second home.
'photographed at Bent Tree and other selected locations.
We call it the quiet world
of Bent Tree. It's a
private world dedicated to
relaxed living in a 10,000 acre
mountain wilderness less
than two hours north of
downtown Atlanta. A crystal
clear mountain lake will offer
a jewel-like playground fo-
water sports including
swimming, fishing and sailing.
An uncrowded 18 hole golf
course is planned as a
challenge to golfers of all
ages and skills. Miles of trails
beckon the hiker or the
horseman and untouched
woodlands are a never ending
source of delight and
adventure for the residents
of this second home
community. Bent Tree is a
development of Spratlin
Associates and is dedicated
to the preservation of nature's
beauty and the enrichment
of human living in one of
Georgia's most scenic and
secluded areas. For more
information on Bent Tree and
how it can become part of
your world call 261-9454.
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He's got a secret
Whether it's a sporting event, a golf match, a business
appointment or a casual Sunday afternoon, the slacks he wears
are always the newest in styles, colors and fabrics. His secret:
he buys direct from Gip's Factory Store at factory prices.
He stretches his budget to buy a greater variety
of slacks — with no compromise in quality. Discover
his "secret" yourself. It's just a short, pleasant drive to
Gip's, located at Hartwell on Highway 29, in the
heart of the Georgia-South Carolina textile
industry region.
GIP'S FACTORY STORE at gip's manufacturing company
South end of Randall Street / Hartwell, Georgia 30643 / Phone (404) 376-8001
EDUCATED DRESSING
FROM JOHN MEYER . . .
your best course for college
orientation '70. Here,
undergrad togetherness at
its best: tweed wrap coat
and matching flare pants
with clingy turtle under it all
Expressive of the looks
you'll see when you visit
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About the Cover
Since 1937, Dr. Marion A. Hubert
has been doctoring Georgia athletes,
becoming one of the best-known and
best-loved persons ever associated
with the Bulldogs. There has only
been one general team doctor at
Georgia, and for a story on this
amazing gentleman turn to page 4.
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
Marion A. Hubert, M.D., Georgia's
first team physician, is now in his
33rd year of looking after
the Bulldogs' sprains and illnesses.
ASPIRMSANDKINDNESS
This is a story about Doc Hubert,
one of those who helped perpetuate
the humanitarian image of the medi-
cal profession in the days when a
doctor was more than a man who
could fix what was wrong with yoiu"
health or do something to cure what
ailed you.
He's one who easily earned that af-
fectionate label of "Doc", which may
be vanishing from our society. Our
Doc was there when the horse and
buggy practioners gave way to the
Model "T" Fords. He was starting
out when the automobiles arrived,
but he started far back enough to ex-
pect a mess of turnip greens or a
couple of backyard hens for his fees,
or a promise to pay by Saturday.
With a neatly trimmed mustache
and a walk that seems to always have
a slight limp, Marion A. Hubert has
always been the solid citizen of his
community. He expected to be on call
any hour day or night and left the
complaining up to his wife, Hattie,
when people would impose on his
good nature.
Good nature, ah, but how about
those doctors that never get ruffled
when they've been pushed to the
brink; those who will listen to your
problems regardless, knowing that
By Loran Smith
most of the problem is your imagina-
tion; those who don't worry about
your financial status when you come
to a visit; those who are dedicated to
the medical profession and to the
community they serve?
These are the Doc Huberts every-
one appreciates, the men who quietly
perform their duties vith a dignity
and respect that makes them perhaps
the most important professionals in
our society.
In my community, it was Doc Bed-
dingfield who practiced until in his
'eighties, right on up until he was
called away. He was one of those that
you "can't hardly find no more" . . .
a country doctor. It was his wit and
humor that made him a character, and
I suspect that it was nice to pay him
a visit just to hear what he had to say
even if you had nothing more than a
headache.
While Doc Hubert doesn't keep an
endless string of funny lines in his
medical bag like my first hero. Doc
Beddingfield, he is always smiling
and laughing. A gentle person with
absolutely no appearance of tension,
worry, dissipation or anger. It's a safe
bet he's never made an enemy or
never carried a grudge or held any
man in contempt for longer than a
Bob Feller fastball.
His wife says there's no doubt
about it. "I know Doc has never made
an enemy, and he's always telling me
that I expect too much of people,"
she says.
Doc admits that he gets provoked,
but adds, "There's no use in staying
mad at anybody."
Those whom he doesn't care for or
doesn't particularly identify with in
some way, he just shys away from,
but wishes them well, and, if they had
a real bellyache, he'd still make a
housecall at 3:30 a.m.
"I grew up," he says, "when doc-
tors had to be available any time. It
was a seven day a week job and when
T started out, you sure didn't go into
medicine to make money. I've always
said that if you didn't truly like medi-
cine or to treat sickness you never
could be successful or happy as a
doctor."
Before going further into the life and
medical history of the Georgia Bull-
dogs' team doctor and treasured friend
of over 30 years, this question: Is
there a community in the state of
Georgia that has a doctor who is more
of a gentleman, done more good for
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more people in the true sense of the
medical profession, let more people
off the hook on what they owed him
and made more friends than Doc
Hubert?
Doubtful—but if anyone can top
our friend, then he deserves a mighty
toast.
A native of Athens, Doc Hubert
attended Athens High, his beloved
University of Georgia and Emory,
with a lifelong ambition to practice
medicine. As a kid, he always asked
his mother to let him cut up the
chicken when she was planning a
barnyard special for dinner.
"There never was anything else on
my mind," he recalls. "I've always
wanted to practice medicine. Nothing
else ever crossed my mind, and I
guess Dr. Dan DuPree, who was our
neighbor and the University Physi-
cian, influenced my thinking more
than anyone else. I took Latin and
foreign languages in high school and
college with the idea of medicine all
along."
Doc is the picture of a man who
knew early in life what he wanted to
do and has absolutely no regrets for
his decisions.
"I guess I can say that I've enjoyed
the study of medicine and the prac-
tice of medicine as much as anybody,"
he says. "People looked up to all doc-
tors during my day. They were almost
next to preachers as far as the com-
munity was concerned. There were no
accusations that doctors were merce-
nary in any way. They were the most
educated and dedicated men in the
community, and the majority of our
doctors are still in that category today.
You really have to appreciate medi-
cine to go through what doctors go
through with today.
"The personal rewards of medicine
have been very important to me. I've
enjoyed it very much, and you really
gain a great feeling from helping oth-
ers. In this profession, you can feel
that you've accomplished something
good for people if you work at it.
That's why I've never hesitated to go
when people called."
The problems never dampened his
spirit. He's never raised his voice, but
when he speaks, you know that he is
telling you for your own good you
better do what he says.
Georgia's athletes and coaches hold
him in the highest esteem. Those who
have felt the comfort of his work and
counsel date back to the days of that
great humorist-coach Harry Mehre.
For almost three years. Doc prac-
ticed in Sebring, Fla., where he met
his love, Hattie, at 3:00 a.m. after
going to Tampa with her father to
see a prize fight. They were cooking
eggs and making enough noise that
she got up and complained. Doc
Hubert returned to Athens in 1929.
Dr. W. O. Payne was then faculty
chairman of athletics at Georgia and
invited Doc to make a few trips with
the Bulldogs, provided that he pay
his own way. He made most of the
trips with Mehre in 1937, all trips
with Joel Hunt in 1938 and then, in
1939, began a 22 year association
with Wallace Butts and is now in his
sixth year with Vince Dooley, antici-
pating that he'll be on the Bulldogs'
sidelines for many games to come.
He has retired from active practice,
but he remains with the Bulldogs as
the team doctor and this is one asso-
ciation he wants to continue, ". . . as
long as I am active, able and alert . . .
this is one thing I enjoy now in my
retirement."
Since 1937, when he missed only
the Miami game, he has missed, ex-
cept for the war years of 1941-45,
only four of Georgia's games. He was
getting a little doctoring himself in the
form of surgery in 1952, when Geor-
gia played Florida and LSU and
again in 1962, when the Bulldogs
faced North Carolina and Florida.
He has seen many changes in sports
medicine, starting with a bag that in-
cluded aspirin, iodine, a few band-
ages and a couple of splints and ad-
vancing to today's arsenal of: anti-
biotics, inflatable splints, pills for
almost everything, stretchers, crutches,
oxygen, ambulance and at least one
orthopedic surgeon, two trainers and
a half-dozen student assistants.
Doc Hubert has practically been in-
volved in all the major medical ad-
vances football has experienced in its
history. He was there when travel was
by train and most of the sickness was
on the alumni car, which carried fans
to the games. There was a trainer to
assist, but little equipment compared
to today and no orthopedic surgeons
traveling with the team.
In this modem day. Doc sees a
shade shed and an air conditioner on
the football field and players taking
two-drink breaks during practice to
restore lost liquid—something that
was unheard of until the last half-
dozen years. "We've learned a lot
about water balance and nutrition of
the body," he explains, "which is why
we have better athletes today."
"We've been very fortunate at Geor-
gia in that we've never had any really
serious problems," he says. "We were
playing Holy Cross one year and a
boy was laid out pretty good. We had
ice on him, but he wasn't coming
around and I was a little worried, but
before long he opened his eyes and
asked about the score."
Once when the Georgia team was
out on the coast playing St. Marys,
they got word that a teammate, the
late Buddy Rutledge, back in Athens
was stricken with polio which created
a big scare for the entire squad.
Through the years he has thrilled
to the many Georgia victories and suf-
fers with the players through defeat.
"I've enjoyed being close to the play-
ers through the years. It has helped
keep me young, and I feel for those
who have problems and troubles. It's
all been a great experience, and there
has never been an unpleasant moment
as far as I'm concerned."
Wherever he travels, he sees some-
one he knows through his association
with the Georgia team. Some he's
forgotten, and some faces he forgets
after a period of years, but they don't
forget Doc Hubert.
When he isn't involved with Georgia
teams, nowadays you can find Doc
Hubert at home framing beautiful
paintings by his wife; or up on Lake
Burton, enjoying the fresh air of the
mountains; or maybe on the golf
course; or, spending time with his
daughters, Mrs. David (Faith) Clif-
ford and Mrs. John fBabs) Coram
and the four grandchildren.
Not only has he enjoyed his work,
he has enjoyed himself. On bowl trips,
he and Hattie are always ready for
any event or party and can keep up
with any age group.
That 1962 operation was for can-
cer, and he's whipped that big threat
and, like Ole Man River, Doc Hubert
just keeps on rolling along, with a
kind word and a smile that has made
him one of the most popular Bulldogs
in history.
They haven't started including team
doctors on all-time teams and offer-
ing admission into the Halls of Fame,
but its time they did, and Doc Hubert
ought to be among the first honored.G
Doc Hubert frames the lovely paintings
that his wife, Hattie, creates.
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Peter rajecki takes his football
seriously, same as he did with soccer
as a young boy in the war-ravaged
town of Gelsenkirchen, West Ger-
many.
In those days, he lived with his
grandmother and spent every availa-
ble minute playing soccer and hockey
without the slightest thought that he
would someday use his soccer training
in another sport, in another country.
After his grandmother's death, he
came to America to live with his
mother and father, who had gone
ahead 14 years earlier. When he ar-
rived in Marietta, Ga., he couldn't
speak English, and when he decided
to play football for Sprayberry High
School, he became a "straight-toe"
kicker, believing all the while that he
could make it as a kicker, even though
he was converted to the unfamiliar
American method.
This was in 1965, and the coming
of the soccer kickers was yet to be,
although the original star, Pete Gogo-
lak of the Buffalo Bills and New
York Giants, was about to make the
scene.
Peter was good enough, straight-
toe style, in high school to kick 32 of
34 extra point attempts, and what he
wanted was to play for the Bulldogs.
He had seen one game at Georgia,
and, throughout the afternoon, he
kept telling his father that he could
kick it as far as the Bulldog's kicker
at that time, Bobby Etter.
Other than mastering placekicking
well enough to seek to play in college,
Peter had to concern himself with
such things as schoolwork, which
didn't come easy. After learning to
speak English, he began to improve
his grades, but he needed a year at
West Georgia College before gaining
admission to Georgia.
The year in Carrollton was a profit-
able one, and Peter worked at two
things: homework and placekicking.
Everyday he would go out and kick
and kick, but he was having diffi-
culty. Without the use of a cleated
football shoe, Peter was not kicking
very far in the cheap tennis shoes he
practiced in daily.
"I couldn't afford a pair of football
shoes, and I was doing the best I
could," Peter says. "But when the
ball wouldn't go far enough, I really
was sick. My roommate was holding
for me, and, after getting disgusted
one day, I went up and swung at the
ball soccer style and really got off a
good one. It startled my roommate,
and he suggested I do it again, and I
did. After that, I stuck with the soc-
cer style and began to wear out my
tennis shoes."
He found an Army-Navy store that
sold shoes for about $2.00 a pair,
and, during that one year at West
Georgia, he wore out at least a half-
dozen pairs, even after he had most
of them patched and repaired several
times.
At home in Marietta on holidays
and vacations, he kicked in the back-
yard, starting out with the goal of
kicking over one small pine tree that
stood in front of two larger ones.
"When I started, I couldn't clear
the small tree, but now I can clear all
three," Peter says. He kicked so much
that he gradually loosened the tele-
phone wires, creating a sagging line
from the house to the first utility pole.
All of this kicking was not to be in
vain. Peter wanted to be a Bulldog,
and, if there is one thing that has dis-
appointed him in this country, it is
that everyone has told him that he,
"couldn't do the things that I have
done.
"In high school, nobody encour-
aged me to go to Georgia and go out
for football, but that is what I wanted
to do and now I show them that I
can do it," he says with his thick ac-
cent, accented with a shy grin practi-
cally all of the time.
His high school teammates, Craig
Elrod and Joe Clamon, won scholar-
ships to Georgia, and they told him
about the school, which got him more
and more excited. "Boy, when they
told me how nice this place was, and
how you got clean clothes everyday
when you went to practice, and that
they furnished you shoes, I couldn't
believe it, and I said, 'That is the
place for me.'
"
Arriving in Athens in 1967, with
cont'd on page 57
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Rajecki looks at a toy Bulldog
with the inscription "Georgia 47,
Florida 0", with a postscript add-
ing that he was responsible for
four additional points during that





To MOST PEOPLE who know him, the
name Kent Lawrence means: wide
receiver, Atlanta Falcons; 5-11, 175,
native of Central, S. C; former star
sprinter and football halfback-re-
ceiver for two conference champion-
ship teams at the University of Geor-
gia; one of fastest players ever to per-
form in the Sou^h.
But not to 14 young kids at the
Athens Unit of the Georgia Mental
Retardation Center.
To them, Kent Lawrence is a
friend who expressed concern, love
and interest in them without any
worry for their lack of interest in pro-
fessional football. Most of them don't
know who the Falcons are and many
never will, but they'll not forget their
friend Kent.
After a rookie year with the Phila-
delphia Eagles in 1969, Kent and his
wife, Cheryl, returned to Athens,
seeking off-season employment.
When they learned that the counselor-
parents job was open at the Retarda-
tion Center, they applied immediately.
"Although I didn't have any ex-
perience in this type of work, I was
interested and, of course, Cheryl was
very anxious for the job since she had
worked at the Cherokee Indian
Reservation in North Carolina and
had traveled to Israel another sum-
mer," Kent says.
"Naturally there were some things
I wasn't sure about when we started,
but now that it is over I can say it
was the most personally rewarding
experience of my life."
Would he rank it above the many
athletic thrills he has experienced?
"There's no question about it," he
replied, "since you have to appreciate
the problems these kids have and
what you are accomplishing when
you help people like this."
More significantly, would this type
work appeal to him as a career? "I
haven't thought about it that much,
but I've always wanted to coach or to
work with youngsters, and I think
that I might be interested. With the
background that I've had and the
great love I have for athletics, I feel
that I'd find it difficult to move com-
pletely away from sports, but cer-
tainly, I like the challenge and op-
portunity provided by the experience
I had this summer."
Kent and Cheryl lived with the kids,
serving as foster parents for young-
sters who lived too far from Athens
to commute daily.
Each morning at 6:30 they had
revilee and got the kids dressed for
breakfast at 7:00. Afterwards they
would do such things as assist with
the brushing of teeth. From 8:30
until 2:00 each day, the kids were in
school and the Lawrences had various
responsibilities during the day in-
cluding lunch with the kids.
The afternoon was set aside for
physical education exercises, and
after dinner it was game time. In the
evenings Kent and Cheryl would have
hikes, games and often cookouts. It
was during this time that Kent would
have occasional games of football.
At night they bathed the kids and
put them to bed, retiring for the eve-
ning as one big family. "It got to
where we felt that the kids were just
like our own," Kent says. "There's no
way to express what you really get
from an experience such as this. They
hated to see us go when we left in
July, but not nearly as much as we
hated to leave them."
You often meet an athlete whose
humility overshadows his personal
ambition, and Lawrence is one of
those who talks of giving back in life
for what he feels he has received.
"I enjoyed my work very much
and will never hesitate to work in
programs like this in the future. I've
always wanted to help other people
because I have been helped myself
so much throughout life. I'm grateful
for the leadership and understanding
I've received from my coaches, and I
want to share the inspiration I got at
Georgia with others. I feel that I owe
a lot to the University of Georgia.
Many people have taken time to help
me in life and T feel that this is the
most important attitude of all."
TTiere are many qualities football
has given Lawrence that he felt en-
abled him to communicate with and
understand his 14 little friends, but
the most important thing of all was
teamwork.

















By John F. Stegeman
Author of The Ghosts of Herty Field.
University of Georgia Press. $4.75
In 1903, CLEMSON consisted of two
or three college buildings at a coun-
try crossroads. "The town itself has
not yet been incorporated on the
map," read the Atlanta Journal, "and
such vicious habits as demon rum,
ping pong, and other forms of vice
common to a large city are unknown.
Eating apples is said to be the crown-
ing dissipation of the student body."
The Clemson football team, how-
ever, was the defending champion of
the South, defeating all comers under
its famous coach, John Heisman.
In the game with Georgia at Athens'
old Herty Field, Clemson was the
favorite on its own merits, but the
odds were increased by the fact that
most of the Georgia players had sore
arms. A few days before, the team
had received compulsory vaccina-
tions, and, by Saturday afternoon,
there were a considerable number of
successful takes. Clemson won, 29-0.
Immediately after the game, the
two teams went into a huddle to-
gether. Clemson was soon to meet
Georgia Tech, and, there being "no
sweet, sisterly love lost between
Georgia and the Techs", the Red and
Black made a proposition.
"Captain Ketron and his men of-
fered the Clemson team a bushel of
apples for every point over 29 scored
against Tech," said the Journal.
"Georgia, it seems, was ready to
promise anything but the Carolina
folks esteemed apples most. No sooner
is the school at Clemson dismissed
than the collegians rush to the apple
sranary and feed on the succulent
fruit as a pastime. Now Clemson's
orchards are bare and apples are what
the boys want most."
Against Clemson, Tech gained 28
yards to Qemson's 615. Georgia's
Coach Marvin Dickinson was in the
stands scouting the Engineers. "He
was able to discover no particular
weak spots," read the Journal, "as all
the spots were weak." The final score
was 73 to 0, and Georgia was in
Clemson's debt by 44 bushels of
apples.
Posters appeared on the Georgia
campus appealing to the students to
try to get enough apples together to
satisfy the obligation. Three or four
bushels were actually sent, but the re-
mainder of the indebtedness has never
been paid.
Georgia still owes Qemson 40
bushels of apples. O






PHOTOGRAPHY BY CLATE SANDERS
Georgia coaches, like all football coaches, have hectic
schedules and what often seems to be 20-hour work
days that require much patience and understanding
from their families.
Here are the Bulldogs' six major varsity coaches
at home with their families in the roles of typical
suburbanites in Athens.
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ahove; Jean, wife of Assistant Head Coach
Erskine Russell, prepares dinner for "Erk"
and sons. Riisly (left), 17, star fullback
at Athens High, and Jay, II.
FAR left: Ken Cooper. Interior Offensive
Line Coach, and wife, Sylvia, slop for a
chat with Steve, 13, and Mary Alice, II.
center: Ends and Linebackers Coach Jim
Pyburn and Ann, with little Matt, watch
Jeff, 12. try for the eight-ball.
right: Relaxing around the pool is Defensive
Backfield Coach Gary IVyant with Betty
and sons, Greg, 6, and Mike, 3.
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After the game why not come over
at Burger King*... Home of the Whopper'
m 1078 Baxter St., Athens, Ga.
Scouting Report
CLEMSON














1600 Tally Circle, N.E.
Phone 633.6311
In Athens
595 S. Milled^e Avenue
Phone 513-1406
Bvansinnitchell industries
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TO ATHENS WITH LOVE
WE GIVE YOU THE SCENE TO BUILD YOUR MEMORIES...
Refreshingly relaxed and recreation oriented— that's




LUXURY LIVING ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR UNDERGRADUATES,
GRADUATES, AND YOUNG MARRIEDS! FANTASTIC CLUB HOUSE INCLUDING'
HEATED INDOOR POOL!




From the hills of Georgia's northland
Beams thy noble brow,
And the sons of Georgia rising
Pledge with sacred vow.
'Neath the pine trees' stately shadow
Spread thy riches rare.
And thy sons, dear Alma Mater,
Will thy treasures share.
Through the ages, Alma Mater,
Men will look to thee;
Thou the fairest of the Southland
Georgia's Varsity.
Chorus:
Alma Mater, thee we'll honor,
True and loyal be.




There's something big missing in
the Georgia-Clemson game today.
Colorful Frank Howard won't be
spitting his tobacco juice on the side-
lines for the first time in many a
moon — that is, unless he has the
range from his special booth in the
press box.
Former Georgia assistant coach
Cecil (Hootie) Ingram, Bulldog de-
fensive backfield tutor in 1964-'65-
'66, has succeeded the Baron of Bar-
low Bend.
It will be Hootie's goal to end a
longtime Georgia domination of the
series. Georgia has lost only one
game to the Tigers since 1914, Frank
Howard's 1955 Tigers beating Wal-
lace Butts' Red and Black warriors,
26-7, in Death Valley.
Georgia leads in the overall series,
26-10-3, including a perfect 5-0
record under Vince Dooley.
Mike Cavan has led Georgia to two
lopsided victories the past two years:
30-0 in Clemson in 1969 (worst de-
feat ever inflicted the Tigers in Death
Valley at the time) and 31-13 in
1968 in Athens. Last year Cavan hit
on two haymaker td passes: 53 yards
to Dennis Hughes and 59 yards to
Charles Whittemore. As a soph two
years ago, Cavan also tossed two td
passes: 37 yards to Hughes and 13
yards to Kent Lawrence. Cavan in
this game set a Georgia soph one-
game passing record of 225 yards
(14x26 completions).
Two of Georgia's longest td passes
have been recorded in the Clemson
series. Larry Rakcstraw passed 77
yards to Frank Lankewicz and 74
yards to Don Porterfield, both in the
1962 game won by Georgia in Clem-
son, 24-16.
Floyd (Breezy) Reid made Geor-
gia's fifth longest kickoff return
against Clemson in 1945, scoring on
a 90-yard caper.
Georgia's third longest field goal
was made against Clemson in 1962:
42 yards by Bill McCullough.
The current Georgia-Clemson con-
tract ends in 1971, but is resumed in
1973. O
PAST SCORES 1916 Georgia 26 Clemson
1897 Georgia 24 Clemson 1919 Georgia Clemson
1898 Georgia 20 Clemson 8 1920 Georgia 55 Clemson
1899 Georgia 11 Clemson 1921 Georgia 28 Clemson
1900 Georgia 5 Clemson 39 1927 Georgia 32 Clemson
1901 Georgia 5 Clemson 29 1932 Georgia 32 Clemson 18
1902 Georgia Clemson 36 1937 Georgia 14 Clemson
1903 Georgia Clemson 29 1944 Georgia 21 Clemson 7
1904 Georgia Clemson 10 1945 Georgia 20 Clemson
1905 Georgia Clemson 35 1946 Georgia 35 Clemson 12
1906 Georgia Clemson 6 1947 Georgia 21 Clemson 6
1907 Gporpi^i 8 CIpmsnn 1954 Gpnrpia 14 ripmcnnU 1 C 1 1 1 I 1 7
1908 Georgia 6 Clemson 1955 Georgia 7 Clemson 26
1909 Georgia Clemson 5 1962 Georgia 24 Clemson 16
1910 Georgia Clemson 1963 Georgia 7 Clemson 7
1911 Georgia 23 Clemson 1964 Georgia 19 Clemson 7
1912 Georgia 27 Clemson 5 1965 Georgia 23 Clemson 9
1913 Georgia 18 Clemson 15 1967 Georgia 24 Clemson 17
1914 Georgia 13 Clemson 35 1968 Georgia 31 Clemson 13
1915 Georgia 13 Clemson 1969 Georgia 30 Clemson
r
Dennis Hughes on calch for TD versus Clemson in 19fifi. at Alliens
One of Georgia's outstandini; liaht ends. Hilly Brtce. pulls in
hall against Clemson defender in 31-13 Bulldog
1968 victory in Athens.
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GOOD LUCK
Friend of the Family
Dine Conveniently at the Beechwood Buffet!
SEC
STANDINGS
FINAL SEC 1969 STANDINGS
1.
UJ L T Pet.
Tennessee 5 1 .833
2. L.S.U. 4 1 .8GG
3. Auburn 5 2 .714
4. Florida 3 1 1 .700
5. Ole Miss 4 2 .667
6. Georgia 2 3 1 .417
7. Vanderbllt 2 3 G .400
8. Alabama 2 4 .333
9. Kentucky 1 6 G 141
















































































Oct. 3 Miss. State*
Oct. 10 Ole Miss
Oct. 17 Vanderbilt
Oct. 24 Kentucky*
Oct. 31 S. Carolinat
Nov. 7 Florida*
Nov. 14 Auburn*







































Nov. 26 Miss. State*



















































Sept. 12 N. Carolina 10 20 Sept. 12 Chattanooga
Sept. 19 Kansas St. 16 3 Sept. 19 Citadel
Sept. 26 Ole Miss* Sept. 26 Miss. State*
Oct. 3 Auburn* Oct. 3 N. Carolina
Oct. 10 Utah State Oct. 10 Alabama*
Oct. 17 L.S.U.* Oct. 17 Georgia*
Oct. 24 Georgia* Oct. 24 Ole Miss*
Oct 31 N.C. State Oct. 31 Tulane
Nov. 7 Vanderbilt* Nov. 7 Kentucky*
Nov. 14 Florida* Nov. 21 Tampa






BANNERS - FLAGS - PENNANTS
NEW YEAR PARTY FAVORS
CARNIVAL GOODS HULA SKIRTS
CIRCUS GOODS LEIS




SIX PACK THERMO COASTERS
WHOLESALE ONLY
622-6486














*—SEC Conference games t—Television
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA 23
CLEIVISON
Tigers
OT Gary Gennerich OT Steve Lewter
24 UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
QB Tommy Kendrick TB Chuck Huntley TB Ray Yauger FB Rick Bukowsky DB Rick Eyier DB Don Kelley
LB Jim Sursavage LB Ben Watson DE George Ducworth DE Danny Lundeen LE Wayne Baker SE Jack Anderson
C Dave Farnham RC Dale Henry OG Buddy King DT Ralph Daniel DT B. B. Elvington LT Waldo Watts
LG Larry Bell OG Dave Thompson PK Eddie Seigler S Sonny Cassady FL Bobby Johnson
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA 25
GEORGMV CLEMSON
No. Name Pas. Age Ht.
I Kim brasweii 1 D-/
J reier najecKi DU zz D-y
opiKe wigeiius Dr onZU b-U
lu rdUl bMuerr TD1 B 00ZZ C Pb-U
1 1 JdlncS ndy no 1 Qly c ob-Z
ic iviiKe U3v3n QB 00zZ 6-1
10 Jcrunc JdCKSOn o 1 Q b-1
1^ loplf MnntrrnmaruJdurv iviuiiigDiiicry TR1 D 91Zl D-Um Phil ^iilliuon DPD onZU Cb-Z
1 7 nirL Pnnn D\/DKVK 1 QJ y C 1 10-11
10 Hldll UildQWICK n u 1 Qly c ob-Z
19 Lenny Ellspermann D\/DKVK 20 6-2
Julian omiiey TDId 21 6-0
£.c jonnny bampDeii rti 22 5-9
^lo bene owiniora l/D 20 5-11
ii'f Jiminy onirer Lb 21 5-11
Zj Jonnny uodd TD1 D 20 5-10
ZD uregg ByrQ TD1 D 20 5-10
z/ Barry uuiiar CI U 22 5-10
OQ D:|| nArhwzo DIM uaroy 1 O DLUB 21 5-10
z^ DUCK oWinQie o 22 6-3
30 Donnie Allen FB 19 6-0
oi lerry recpies I PDLLB 19 5-8
oz oieve wnite RGB 21 6-0
33 Eric Rawls or* DKLB 20 6-0
34 Buzy Rosenberg RGB 19 5-9
OD nay uicnarry p rSE 23 6-0
Q7 Rill rnrah'^nrl0/ Dill rorenano s 20 5-10
oo DUD ivicuavici TD1 D 21 6-1
Rirlcv 1 olfo03 niuny LdKc CD or\zO 6-1
^1 Ronnie 1 Aotli WLd 22 5-11
buip naiiacc K/tl DMLcj 19 6-0
A"^ ^toUD CloakHO oieve oiccK MLd opZU 6-z
AA Dnhort UnnAUAii^^HH noDen noneycuii TDrB 19 6-0
^ ^ M 1 L A Pi Uft li A
n
HO iviiRe uawinon TnTB 20 5-11
HO nlloiy nillco TC
1 t 19 6-2
t/ Lee LenDerinan WLB 19 5-11
Lnip wisoom MLB 20 6-1
50 Tommy Lyons C 22 6-2
bi ckieve unamueriin L 22 6-1
3Z dOD rOSS 22 6-0
53 Tommy Couch \A/I DWLB 21 6-1
54 Chris Hammond WLd 19 6-0
jj oicVc niicncns \A/I DWLd 21 5-11
00 mlK6 LOpaiKa 1 TLI 22 6-0
R 7 D oi/tn nnrf InnAC0/ ndymOnD JOllcS IVILd OA2U 6-1
Oo nenoaii neiin p opZU
1
6-1
Don Martinoy uan iviariin Li 19 6-3
du mac lYicwnoiier Kb 20 5-11
61 Charles Chavious DPKb 19 6-0
63 Mayo Tucker 1 TLi 21 6-1
b4 nugn uoraon 1 pLG 21 5-11
65 Ronnie Rogers 1 P/jLbu ooZz c ob-Z
bb Koyce bmitn DPKb 21 6-3
67 Jimmy Wood bid 21 6-2
68 John Jennings 1 PLG 21 6-0
bs uanny uantzier Wl d 19 6-0
70 George Demos LT 24 6-1
/ 1 uaviu baye 1 P#4Lbd 22 6-2
73 Dennis Watson Kbd 22 6-2
75 Paul Fersen DTK 1 20 6-5
76 Larry Brasher
\kfTAwid 22 6-2
// Ken uumoleton DTK 1 22 6-3
/o Milton Bruce bid 20 6-2




1 l£ fsn C h till01 nen onaw D\/DKVK 21 6-2











86 Mike Greene TE 91 6-3
87 Sammy Eskew VVTd 20 6-3
88 Tommy Smoak SEd 20 6-2
89 Charles Whittemore SE 22 6-1
90 Larry McKnight TE 20 6-4
91 Chuck Heard SEd 20 6-5
93 Paul McPipkin RGd 21 6-2
94 Doug Burnett RGd 20 6-4
95 Jim Curington LT 19 64
wt. Ltrs. Class Hometown
1 K9IbZ So. Avondale, Ga.
1/0 2 Sr. Marietta, Ga.
1 OPlyu So. Jacksonville, Fla.
100 2 Sr. Atriens, ba.
1 OPlyu So. l/Olumbia, b. C.
1 oi;lyo 2 Sr. Thomaston, Ga.
1 791/Z So. Alex uity, Ala.
1 QPlyu 1 Jr. Moultrie, Ga.
1 OPlyu 1 Jr. Mobile, Ala.
1 QPlOU So. Atlanta, ba.
1 m.1/0 So. Decatur, Ga.
onnzuu So. ucaia, ria.
onnzuu 1 Jr. Savannah, Ga.
1 QOloZ 1 Jr. uiemson, b. L.
1711/1 So. Munford, Ala.
101lol 1 Jr. Elloree, S. C.
1 701/0 So. btatesDoro, ba.
1 791/Z So. Florence, S. C.
1 7P1/U Jr. Cnamblee, Ga.
1 OPloU 2 Sr. Walnalla, S. C.
1 OP19U 2 Sr. Ray City, Ga.
OPOZUZ So. bpartanburg, b. U.
1 ;tp14U So. Morrow, Ga.
1 00ioZ So. West Point, Ga.
1 OPloU So. Lemoncove, Calif.
1 ocloo So. Atlanta, Ga.
OPPzuu Sr. Tampa, Fla.
1/4 So. Cordele, Ga.
lyo So. Macon, Ga.
1 0/1104 So. Ualton, ba.
1iy4 Jr. bollege rarK, ba.
1 QAiy4 So. Savannah, Ga.
onpzuu So. Austell, Ga.
OPCzuo So. Greenville, S. C.
1 oclob So. Avondale, Ga.
107ly/ So. Jacksonville, Fla.
1 70
1 /y So. Summerville, Ga.
91 Aziu 1 Jr. Atlanta, Ga.
999ZZZ 2 Sr. Atlanta, Ga.
OIKzio 1 Jr. Lake City, Fla.
1 OPlyu 1 Jr. Athens, Ga.
01 Pziu 1 Jr. Decatur, Ga.
OPPzuu So. Rome, Ga.
OPCZUb 1 Jr. Chamblee, Ga.
010ZIZ 1 Sr. Beaufort, S. C.
OPCZUo So. Atlanta, Ga.
017Zl / 1 Jr. Jesup, Ga.
1 ozlz So. N. Augusta, S. C.
OPO2Uz So. Atlanta, Ga.
1 cZlb So. Columbia, S. C.
OOPZZU 1 Jr. Tifton, Ga.
1 cZlb 1 Jr. Tifton, Ga.
OQPZoU 2 Sr. Dublin, Ga.
OOPZdU 1 Jr. Savannah, Ga.
oocZoo 2 Sr. Gadsden, Ala.
01 PZIU 1 Jr. P — 1 L.
* _ P P
Columbia, S. C.
OP^ZU4 So. Dalton, Ga.
OOP220 Sr. Hartford, Conn.
225 2 Sr. Canton, Ga.
1 c
215 1 Jr. Avondale. Ga.
oocZJO So. Atlanta, Ga.
OPCZUo 2 Sr. Wilsonville, Ala.
oo2z4 Jr. Atlanta, Ga.
OOPzzU So, Avondale, Ga.
OOPzjO 1 Jr. Washington, Ga.
1 OClyb So. Savannah, Ga.
1 p 1
191 2 Sr. Atlanta, Ga.
190 So. Macon. Ga.
OPPZUU 1 Jr. Macon, Ga.
1 1
lol So. Rome, Ga.
ZUO 1 Jr. Avondale. Ga.
205 1 Jr. Jacksonville, Fla.
220 So. Greenville, S. C.
184 So. Savannah. Ga.
195 2 Sr. Douelasville. Ga.
200 So. Ft. Monroe, Va.
200 1 Jr. Macon, Ga.
220 1 Jr. Jesup, Ga.
235 So. Forest Park, Ga.
234 So. Adel, Ga.









1 1 Don Wiggins Ud 6-1
14 Tommy Kendrick QB 6-1
1 Q Ililn Ll/tnrlflo uaie Henry DPKb 6-1
16 David Sasser S 6-2
18 Sonny Cassady b b-4
ly Diiiy AOQison PDUB C Pb-0
ZU Kick tyier PDL)d 5-11
01 rinn IfAllnifZl uon Keiiey .
.
1 pLb 6-1
ZZ rete baiusKa CI u 6-1




z/ tnucK nuntiey TDIB 5-8
zy Heide uavis 1 DLB 5-10
34 Ray Yauger TD1
B
5-10
Jb KICK DUKOWSKy CDro 6-2 V2
40 Tommy Richardson 1 pLb 5-11
A'} Unfirif \i/.«linr»41 Henry waiters CDFB 5-9
4Z jett biepe RC 6-1






^C Mil/n IJAtltnll40 iviiKe Newell 1 n. LB 6-0
4b Jimmy necKie . LB 6-0
47 Jewel McLaurin . . DB c6-3
A (\ Tin* nniflH4y Mm uoyie FB 6-0
50 Terry Calhoun C 6-3
CO H jKmijK Til n ri ii —
oZ uave ihompson OG 6-4
53 Dave Farnham C 6-0 V2
C^ Dam Ufn^AAH04 Ben Watson LB 6-0
CC D D rftfinfV^AH00 D. D. tivingion DT 6-3
0/ KicKy narreii pC
C
b-0
CP Van Uinl/oDU nen hicks DE
c
6-Z
Cl 1 firru Dal!bi Larry oeii ppOG C Pb-U
CO 1 Amf UnfMAVbz Larry Hetner LB C6-3
bo rreo Milton OG c 1/b-Z V2
bb unariie uaidwell OG C Ab-4
C7 Cam Plirk ppUb D-U
70 John Price P\TDT
c6-3
/ 1 waiao watts OT c cb-b
72 Gary Gennerich OT cb-Z
70 lim Rnrn/o Jim uorn PTU 1 cb-j
7C Qllflrlu Ulnrw/o Duooy Mng PP. OG c Pb-U
/b rranK wirtn DT
cb-Z
// Kaipn uaniel DT
C PI/.
b-U V2
70 CtAlfA 1 AllltAV/o oieve Lewier r\TOT C Ab-4
80 Jim Sursavage 1 DLB cb-0
01 Dnh CIiaII
oi Bob bneii PI 1/FLK cb-Z
04 u.car uaner PCUt D-l
85 John McMakin OE 6-3
86 Don Ethredge LB 6-1
87 Bobby Johnson FLK 6-0
88 George Ducworth DE 6-2
89 Danny Lundeen DE 6-3
94 Charlie Mayer DE 6-0
95 Wayne Baker DE 6-3
97 Steve Long DE 6-2
99 Dave McMahan DT 6-3
wt. Ltrs. Class Hometown
162 So. Greenwood, S. C.
192 So. Pamplico, S. C.
204 1 Jr. Easley, S. C.
179 1 Jr. Point Pleasant, W.Va.
167 1 Jr. Stone Mountain, Ga.
188 1 Jr. Maggie Valley, N. C.
187 So. Savannah, Ga.
195 2 Sr. Bassett, Va.
155 So. Fairfax, Ala.
182 1 Jr. Westminister, Md.
174 1 Jr. Greenville, S. C.
185 1 Jr. Rochester, Minn.
200 2 Sr. Travelers Rest, S. C.
176 1 Sr. Fairfax, S. C.
182 So. Greenwood, S. C.
182 So. Greenville, S. C.
191 2 Sr. Uniontown, Pa.
208 1 Jr. Baltimore, Md.
166 So. Monroe, Ga.
175 So. Anderson, S. C.
173 So. Wayne, N. J.
185 Sr. High Point, N. C.
190 1 Jr. Winder, Ga.
185 So. Rock Hill, S. C.
190 1 Sr. Dillon, S. C.
187 So. Dundalk, Md.
234 So. Hyattsville, Md.
263 2 Sr. Fairfax, Ala.
214 1 Jr. Travelers Rest, S. C.
192 1 Jr. North Augusta, S. C.
211 2 Sr. Lake View, S. C.
210 So. Morristown, Tenn.
200 So. Oakland, N. J.
211 1 Sr. Orangeburg, S. C.
208 1 Jr. Charlotte, N. C.
205 2 Sr. Lake City, Fla.
227 1 Sr. Roanoke, Ala.
200 So. McLean, Va.
234 So. Martin, S. C.
239 1 Jr. Greenville, S. C.
201 So. Wayne, N. J.
208 1 Jr. Charleston, S. C.
210 So. Concord, Calif.
210 So. Schneckeville, Pa.
222 2 Jr. Lavonia, Ga.
230 1 Jr. Clarkston, Ga.
210 2 Sr. Andrews, N. C.
182 So. Atlanta, Ga.
184 1 Sr. Dillon, S. C.
196 1 Jr. Tucker, Ga.
203 1 Jr. Charleston, S. C.
173 So. Columbia, S. C.
200 2 Sr. Anderson, S. C.
195 So. Temple Terrace, Fla.
210 1 Jr. Little Mountain, S. C.
190 1 Jr. Oakland, N. J.
197 So. Monroe, Ga.
227 1 Jr. Sevierville, Tenn.
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\onta^rgamedinnerswill aKvaysbe
a celebration ifyouVe cookingwith Ga8<
6 Atlanta Gas Light CompanylGMrgia N«tur> Gas Comptny • SavwiMh Gm Coapwr
Wouldn't an ice cold Coke
taste good right now?
Probable Starting Lineup
OFFENSE
85 BILLY BRICE TE
56 MIKE LOPATKA LT
68 JOHN JENNINGS LG
50 TOMMY LYONS C
66 ROYCE SMITH RG
79 TOM NASH RT
82 REX PUTNAL SE
11 JAMES RAY OB
14 JACK MONTGOMERY TB
44 ROBERT HONEYCUTT FB
89 CHARLES WHITTEMORE FLK
DEFENSE
91 CHUCK HEARD LE
67 JIMMY WOOD LT
65 RONNIE ROGERS LG
73 DENNIS WATSON RG
76 LARRY BRASHER RT
81 KEN SHAW RVR
49 CHIP WISDOM MLB
55 STEVE KITCHENS WLB
28 BILLY DARBY LCB
24 JIMMY SHIRER RCB
29 BUCK SWINDLE SAF
Bulldog Squad
1 Braswell, PK 52 Poss, C
3 Rajecki, PK 53 Couch, WLB
9 Wigelius, P 54 Hammond, WLB
10 Gilbert, TB 55 Kitchens, WLB
1 1 Ray, QB 56 Lopatka, LT
12 Cavan, QB 57 Jones, MLB
13 Jackson, S 58 Keith, C
14 Montgomery, TB 59 Martin, C
15 Sullivan, RCB 60 McWhorter, RG
17 Conn, RVR 61 Chavious, RG
18 Chadwick, FLK 63 Tucker, LT
19 Ellspermann, RVR 64 Gordon, LG
20 Smiley, TB 65 Rogers, LGd
22 Campbell, FB 66 Smith, RG
23 Swinford, CB 67 Wood, STd
24 Shirer, CB 68 Jennings, LG
25 Cobb, TB 69 Dantzler, WTd
26 Byrd, TB 70 Demos, LT
27 Outlar, FLK 71 Saye, LGd
28 Darby, LCB 73 Watson, RGd
29 Swindle, S 75 Fersen, RT
30 Allen, FB 76 Brasher, WTd
31 Peeples, LCB 77 Dumbieton, RT
32 White, RCB 78 Bruce, STd
33 Rawls, RCB 79 Nash, RT
34 Rosenberg, RCB 80 Smiley, TE
36 Dicharry, SE 81 Shaw, RVR
37 Forehand, S 82 Putnal, SE
38 McDavid, TB 83 Robinson, SEd
39 Lake, FB 84 Hunnicutt, SE
41 Leath, WLB 85 Brice, TE
42 Wallace, MLB 86 Greene, TE
43 Sleek, MLB 87 Eskew, WTd
44 Honeycutt. FB 88 Smoak, SEd
45 Cawthon, TB 89 Whittemore. SE
46 Mines, TE 90 McKnicht. TE
47 Lenderman, WLB 91 Heard, SEd
49 Widsom. MLB 93 McPipkin, RGd
50 Lyons, C 94 Burnett, RGd




25 JACK ANDERSON LE
72 GRADY GENNERICH LT
75 BUDDY KING LG
53 DAVE FARNHAM C
52 DAVE THOMPSON RG
71 WALDO WATTS . RT
85 JOHN McMAKIN RE
14 TOMMY KENDRICK . QB
34 RAY YAUGER TB
87 BOBBY JOHNSON FLK
36 DICK BUKOWSKY FB
DEFENSE
95 WAYNE BAKER LE
80 JIM SURSAVAGE LLB
77 RALPH DANIEL LT
62 LARRY HEFNER MLB
55 B. B. ELVINGTON RT
29 HEIDE DAVIS RLB
89 DANNY LUNDEEN RE
21 DON KELLEY LC
42 JEFF SIEPE
. RC
20 RICK EYLER TIGER
48 BEN ANDERSON SAFETY
Tiger Squad
3 Seigler, PK 54 Watson, LB
4 Coleman, P 55 Elvington, DT
10 Gilstrap, TB 57 Harrell, C
1 1 Wiggins, QB 60 Hicks, DE
14 Kendrick, QB 61 Bell, OG
15 Henry, RC 62 Hefner, LB
16 Sasser, S 63 Milton, OG
18 Cassady, S 66 Caldwell, OG
19 Addison, QB 67 Clark, OG
20 Eyier, DB 70 Price, DT
21 Kelley, LC 71 Watts, OT
22 Galuska, FLK 72 Gennerich, OT
25 Anderson, OE 73 Dorn, OT
26 O'Neal, FLK 75 King, OG
27 Huntley, TB 76 Wirth, DT
29 Davis, LB 77 Daniel, DT
34 Yauger, TB 78 Lewter, OT
36 Bukowsky, FB 80 Sursavage, LB
40 Richardson, LC 8! Shell, FLK
41 Walters, FB 84 Carter, OE
42 Siepe, RC 85 McMakin, OE
43 Lawson, TB 86 Ethredge, LB
45 Newell, LB 87 Johnson, FLK
46 Heckle, LB 88 Ducworth, DE
47 McLaurin, DB 89 Liindeen. DE
49 Doyle, FB 94 Mayer, DE
50 Calhoon, C 95 Baker, DE
52 Thompson, OG 97 Long, DE
53 Farnham, C 99 McMahan, DT
OFFICIALS: Referee Pat McHugh, Umpire Tom
Chambers, Linesman D. L. Claborn, Field Judge
William Smith. Back Judge Joe Delany, Electric
Clock Operator John Wilson.
COCA-COLA" AND "COKE" ARE REGISTERED TRADE-MARKS OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY.











I. V. Chandler, President of Patcraft Mills and Joel Eaves,
Director of Athletics admire "Patpride", the new carpeting,
made of "Antron" nylon, installed in the Sanford Stadium
Press Box. The Bulldog Press Box is considered the finest
facility of its kind in the country and hosts two hundred pho-








The newest and finest of Patcraft's many
quality carpets, "Patpride" is a pinpoint
saxony with a high, lush pile. Because
it is made of "Antron" nylon, it will stand
years of the roughest wear. In addition,
"Antron" is Du Pont's new carpet fiber that
has a unique ability to keep a fresh clean
look longer than any other fiber. "Antron"
is especially constructed to make light play
tricks that keeps dirt from showing off.
"Patpride"
,
rugged enough for press
box and football dressing room offers color
and luxury suitable for the finest homes.
See "Patpride"
,
the pride of Patcraft
at your favorite carpet shop. PATCRAFT
MILLS, INC., DALTON, GA.
* Du Pont registered trademark
"Patpride" carpeting has now been installed in all of the
offices and rooms in the Department of Athletics in the
Coliseum (top) and the athletic weight room (bottom). Pat-
craft Mills chose "Antron" nylon, Du Pont's new carpet fiber
that has the unique ability to keep a fresh, clean look longer




DOCTORS I.OST AND FOUND
All persons must have a ticket.
No pass out checks permitted at any gate.
Holder of ticket is restricted to gate, sec-
tion, row and seat of ticket held.
All sales final.
Tickets cannot be refunded nor replaced
if lost, stolen or destroyed.
The University of Georgia Athletic As-
sociation reserves the right to revoke
tickets by refund of purchase price.
Holder of tickets to University of Georgia
athletic events agrees to abide by stad-
ium and University policies.
Tickets may not be resold on University of
Georgia premises (parking lots, stadium
grounds, etc.) except by authorized
personnel.
Intoxicating beverages prohibited on all
University property, including stadium.
GATE PROCEDURE
All gates open at 12:00 o'clock. There
are no new gates for 1970 and the general
gate operation will be the same as in 1969.
Fans are requested to remember that Gate
10 as in 1969 is a service and pass gate
and cannot be used for general admission.
As in 1969, the following may not be
brought through the gates at Sanford Sta-
dium: All food and drink containers in-
cluding hard surfaced materials of any
type, bottles, horns, cans, thermos bottles,
ice bags, ice chests, and any object related
to above. Gate personnel are instructed to
enforce this rule in interest of safety.
Should leave the location of seat with
the P.A. announcer at the Press Box.
You will be paged by number.
FIRST AID STATION
In case of emergency. First Aid Sta-
tions can be found on both Club Levels.
Ambulance and First Aid Station are
located at West End of Stadium.
There are Red Cross teams stationed
throughout the Stadium and emergency
situations should be reported immed-
iately to any of the Boy Scout ushers
who will contact a Red Cross team.
Stadium Red Cross teams wear white
and red ponchos, which are easily seen
at a distance.
Ladies' and Men's rest rooms are lo-
cated on all Concourses. Additional
Ladies' rest rooms at Northwest end of
Stadium and at the Southeast end of
Stadium, ground level. Additional Men's
rooms located back of the West entrance
and under the clock at the East end of the
field.
Lost and found articles should be re-
ported or turned into Ticket Office at
Gate No. 2, to a Boy Scout Usher or to
Security stations on Club Level.
CROWD NOISE PENALTY
Uncontrolled crowd noise can result
in a five yard penalty against your team.
Please observe quarterback and officials'
signals for quiet.
NO HORNS
Horns are not permitted in Sanford
Stadium and will be picked up at the
gates. Be considerate and allow your
neighbor to enjoy the game. Keep portable









Moving red clay and rock . .
.
to shape a better Georgia.
We're in a down-to-earth business. Laying the ground work for a better
Georgia. Schools. Highways. Buildings. Natural resources. For more than
50 years. Buy with confidence from the nation's oldest Caterpillar dealer.







THE UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA BULLDOG COACHING STAFF
KNEELING, LEFT TO RIGHT: Ernie Golin, Assistant Trainer; Jim Pyburn, Defensive Ends and Linebackers;
Gary Wyant, Defensive Secondary; Erskine Russell, Assistant Head Coach and Defensive Coordinator;
Vince Dooley, Head Coach; Fred Pancoast, Offensive Coordinator; Ken Cooper, Interior Offensive Line;
Frank Inman, Offensive Backfield and Head Scout; Warren Morris, Head Trainer, standing, left to
right: Leon Armbrester, Assistant Freshman Coach; Howard Beavers, Equipment Manager; Sam Mrvos,
Assistant Defensive Line; Doc Ayers, Administrative Assistant to Head Coach; Pat Hodgson, Assistant
Freshman Coach; Byrd Whigham, Head Freshman Coach; Sterling DuPree, Director of Recruiting; Dr.
Marion Hubert, Team Doctor, Mike Castronis, Assistant Freshman Coach; Barry Wilson, Assistant Fresh-
man Coach; Dick Copas, Counselor to Athletes; John Kasay, Assistant Offensive Line; Dr. William Mul-
herin, Team Orthopedist.
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Vincent joseph dooley has quickly
established himself as one of the best
young coaches of our time.
He has compiled an amazingly bril-
liant coaching record within the brief
span of six years: sec Coach-of-the-
Year three times, five bowl teams,
and two championships in the tough-
est collegiate football league in the
land.
In 1964, Dooley's first year at
Georgia, he guided the Bulldogs to a
7-3-1 mark, including a 7-0 triumph
over Texas Tech in the Sun Bowl. He
was named sec Coach-of-the-Year
by UPi. Dooley's '65 Bulldogs com-
piled a 6-4 record and enjoyed excit-
ing victories over repeating national
champion Alabama, Rose Bowl king
Michigan, and Georgia Tech.
Sharing the sec crown with Ala-
bama in 1966, Dooley's Dogs were
9-1 overall and undefeated (6-0) in
SEC play. Ranked No. 4 by upi and
AP nationally, Dooley guided his team
to a smashing 24-9 victory over
Southwest Conference king SMU in
the '66 Cotton Bowl. Again, Dooley
was named sec Coach-of-the-Year
and received ncaa Coach-of-the-Year
consideration. In 1967, two one-point
losses relegated Dooley to a 7-3 rec-
ord, but a fourth straight win over
Georgia Tech and a Liberty Bowl
berth against N. C. State made the
season a successful one.
Forging one of the best balanced
teams in Georgia history, Dooley
guided his '68 Dogs to an undefeated
8-0-2 regular season mark, undis-
puted possession of the sec title, the
No. 4 spot in the nation (by both ap
and upi), and a Sugar Bowl appear-
ance against Arkansas. National scor-
ing defense leader, the team led sec
in total offense and defense, scoring
offense and defense, and rushing of-
fense.
Upon graduation from Auburn in
1954, Dooley became an officer in
the Marine Corps and served for two
years. He then returned to Auburn
and was an assistant coach to Auburn
head coach Shug Jordan for five
years. He was given the Auburn head
freshman coaching job in 1961 and
responded with two undefeated teams
in three years.
Since 1 964, Dooley has been work-
ing diligently and successfully on
bringing Georgia back to the lofty
football heights it has on so many




t ^ Having completed an even half
B dozen years as Georgia Athletic
' ' Director, Joel Eaves has success-
fully directed a growing athletic
program which has achieved a
level of quality ranking with the
best in the history of Georgia
athletics.
Coming to Georgia in Novem-
ber of 1963, Eaves has worked
hard in formulating a well-rounded
athletic program which in 1968-69 fielded representative
varsity teams in all sports and which resulted in Georgia's
overall athletic program ranking among the top three in
Southeastern Conference circles. Only Tennessee and Florida
can reside in the same class with Georgia's overall success.
Tn addition to attaining success on the playing fields.
Eaves also brought to Georgia a goal of providing for the
school the finest in athletic facilities and equipment. To this
end, he has also made great strides, having seen more than
$8,000,000 worth of improvements, and new facilities added
to Georgia's athletic plant.
The lion's share of the additions have come with the giant
Coliseum ($4,100,000). Sanford Stadium's new double-
decked look ($3,000,000), and McWhorter Hall, ultra-
modern new home for Georgia's scholarshipped athletes
($1,000,000). Other additions and improvements include
new tennis courts, a new baseball field, a new track, new
dressing rooms, and weight room in the Coliseum, new foot-
ball practice field lights, and attractive fiberglass and alu-
minum seats throughout Sanford Stadium.
Making a success of the overall athletic program at
Georgia is only an extension of the success Eaves has en-
joyed in every sport with which he has been connected,
either as player or coach. An outstanding competitor in
football, basketball, baseball, and track at Tech High in
Atlanta, he went on to Auburn and compiled an outstanding
record there. Eaves was all-SEC at end in 1936, guard and
captain of the 1937 basketball team, and star pitcher on the
1937 SEC baseball champs.
Returning to Auburn in 1949 as a coach, Eaves began
what was to become a fifteen year association with Auburn
in various coaching capacities. High points at Auburn in-
clude being assistant football coach on the 1957 sec and
National Champion team and the head coach of the 1960
SEC basketball champions.
In 14 years as Auburn's basketball coach, Eaves never
had a losing season. He earned sec Coach of the Year
honors three times and had five holiday tournament cham-
pionship teams, including the Sugar Bowl in 1962. Eaves
tutored his teams to an outstanding 90-22 record his last
five seasons at Auburn, including a 30-game win streak
during the 1958 and 1959 seasons.
Presently, Eaves is serving on the U. S. Olympic basket-
hall committee, and the ncaa Basketball Tournament Com-
mittee, a prime example of the esteem in which he is held
in basketball circles.
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Coach Vince Dooley describes the











THE NEW YORK JETS
battle the
BOSTON PATRIOTS
Gridiron action continues with
THE CLEVELAND BROWNS vs. THE SAN FRANCISCO 49ers
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Centers and Fullbacks
Clockwise from front center: Bobby Pass,
Ricky Lake, Steve Chamberlin, Tommy Lyons,




Sitting left to right: Paul Gilbert and
Mike Cavan. Standing left to right: Peter
Rajecki, Kim Bras-veil. James Ray, Jerone
Jackson and Buck Swindle.
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is ihe Maioriiy Party
The Georgia Bulldog Club, the ma-
jority party of the state of Georgia,
provides the backbone support of
the University of Georgia's Athletic
progrann.
Membership is made by contribut-
ing to the Georgia Student Educational
Fund, Inc. These funds are turned over
to the Treasurer of the University and
are an important, substantial part of
the Athletic Assn's annual budget.
Contributor automatically become
members of The Bulldog Club and are
given football ticket priority, based on
the amount of donation. They also re-
ceive The Bulldog newspaper, which is
published weekly during football sea-
son and monthly thereafter; they also
get a parking permit for home football
games.
William C. (Bill) Hartman, captain
and all-SEC fullback at Georgia in 1937,
has been chairman of GSEF since 1960
when he succeeded George (Kid) Wood-
ruff of Columbus, who retired and be-
came chairman emeritus.
Other GSEF officers are Harold M.
Walker '32, Marietta and Atlanta, vice-
chairman; Heyward Allen '42, Athens,
secretary-treasurer; Milton Leathers
'33, asst. secretary-treasurer.
Dan Magill '42 is secretary of The
Bulldog Club, whose various county
organizations hold annual meetings at
which time a member of the Georgia
athletic staff makes a report. Write
him for information on joining The
Bulldog Club.
Hartman Walker
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Linebackers
Chip Wisdom (sitting) and left to right:
Steve Sleek, Tommy Couch, Dennis Leath,
Raymond Jones, Steve Kitchens.
Offensive Guards
Clockwise from front center: Royce Smith.
John Jennings, Mac McWhorter and
Hugh Gordon.
Offensive Halfbacks
Standing: Jack Montgomery. Left to right,
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Be a Dogcotcher
This fall, follow the dogs
to every exciting game
with your Master Charge card.
Charge your airline tickets,
your hotel room, meals, gasoline,
night-life . . . almost everything
you buy can be charged
with Master Charge.
It's your season to howl,
Georgia fans, and Master Charge
makes it easy to be a dog catcher.
FIRST NATIONAL
III BANK of Athens
member FDIC a full service bank
A fati% guide to Astro^nuf
It you can't see the numbers on the
players' shirts by the third quarter, you're
looking at football about as out of date as the
flying wedge. (Which was outlawed in 1905.)
Because great as this game is, it's always
had one problem: it's played on ground.
Ground gets wet. And ground plus wet
equals mud.
That's why we came up with a kind of
nylon grass for football fields. We call it
AstroTurf*Stadium Surface.
With AstroTurf there's no mud. The
players can pass better and receive better.
They can run faster. In short, they can play
better football. Football that's more fun for
the fans to watch.
And AstroTurf costs a lot less than
people think. That's why more than 2,500
games and practice scrimmages will be
played on Astrollirf this fall.
AstroTurfComes Home
It occurred to us that if one AstroTurf
could take the mud out of a stadium, another
might keep mud out of your home.
So we invented the AstroTurf Door
Mat. It's made of polyethylene blades of
"grass " and it whisks dirt and mud off shoes
and boots like no other door mat
Then we thought about pools and
patios and play areas. And we came up with
AstroTurf Action Surface.
It's made of nylon like the stadium
surface, and it's the answer for any place the
action gets too tough for natural grass to
take. Buy it at any department store, roll it
out and cut it to fit. Easy.
AstroTurf Goes toWork
Whilewe were designing great AstroTur f
surfaces for stadia and homes, we remembered
not to neglect the poor businessman.
We have an AstroTurf Landscape
Surface especially for him.
It looks like real grass, but it's made of
tough polyethylene. So it keeps the grounds
around gas stations and factories and motels
and so on fresh and green all year long.
With no mowing. No edging. No
clipping. No watering. (If AstroTurf should
get a little dirty, just hose it down.
)
We even have a special AstroTurf
Putting Surface, with all the characteristics
of a perfectly kept green.
There's a lot more to tell ?.bout AstroTurf,
but we've about reached the bottom of the
page. If you'd like to hear it, write to
Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo. 63166.
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Georgia
Athletic Association Staff
University of Georgia Atliletic Association Personnel:
Athletic Director, Joel Eaves Head Football Coach,
Vince Dooley • Assistant Head Football Coach, Erskine
Russell Offensive Coordinator, Fred Pancoast • Head
Recruiter, Sterling DuPree • Varsity Football Assist-
ants: Ken Cooper, Frank Inman, John Kasay, Sam
Mrvos, Jim Pyburn, Gary Wyant Freshman Head
Coach, Byrd Whigham • Freshman Assistants: Mike
Castronis, Pat Hodgson, Barry Wilson Administrative
Assistant to the Head Coach, Doc Ayers • Student
Assistants Freshman Football: Leon Armbrester, Glenn
Davis, Jerry Varnado Academic Counselor, Dick Copas
Head Trainer, Warren Morris • Assistant Trainer,
Ernie Golin Team Doctors: Dr. Marion 0. Hubert, Dr.
W. B. Mulherin Sports Information Director, Dan
Magill • Assistant Director, Jimmy Peacock « Equip-
ment Director, Howard Beavers Head Basketball
Coach, Ken Rosemond Assistant Basketball Coaches,
Hugh Donahue, John Guthrie Baseball Coach, Jim
Whatley Track Coach, Spec Towns Assistant Track
Coach, Lewis Gainey Tennis Coach, Dan Magill •
Golf Coach, Dick Copas Swimming Coach, Pete
Scholle Wrestling Coach, Frank Keller Gymnastics
Coach. Lee Cunningham Dining Hall Director, Leonard
Cobb Grounds Superintendent, J. W. Dillard, Coliseum
Superintendent, Joe Byrd • Faculty Chairman of
Athletics, Dr. H. Boyd McWhorter • Dixie Redcoat
Band Director, Roger L. Dancz Rifle Team Coach,
Capt. Peter Feddo Business Manager, Loren Smith •
Ticket Manager, Mrs. Virginia P. Whitehead Book-
keepers and Secretaries: Mrs. Cindy Barnett, Mrs.
Patti Bearden, Mrs. Marie Bramblett, Miss Connie
Brown, Mrs. Joan Campbell. Mrs. Pat Couch. Mrs.
Elaine Crane. Miss Martha Dudley, Mrs. Ann Hubert,
Mrs. Carol Human, Mrs. Harriet Long. Mrs. Louise
Stephens, Miss Betsy Turner.
Faculty Chairman of Athletics, Dr. H. Boyd McWhorter
Dixie Redcoat Band Director, Roger L. Dancz Rifle
Team Coach, Capt. Emil Steed.
Business Manager, Loran Smith Ticket Manager,
Mrs. Virginia P. Whitehead Bookkeepers and Secre-
taries: Mrs. Cindy Barnett, Mrs. Marie Bramblett, Mrs.
Joan Campbell, Mrs. Carol Carroll, Mrs. Elaine Crane,
Mrs. Lisa Donovan, Miss Martha Dudley, Mrs. Ann
Hubert, Mrs. Nedra Legg, Mrs. Harriett Long, Mrs.
Louise Stephens, Miss Betsy Turner.
We've got it ... live entertainment every night of
the week. Music you didn't thi'nk you could
hear in Athens. But don't take our word for it.
Hear it yourself.
1294 Prince Avenue 543-9503
Easy "fading
SEND FOR YOUR COPY
FOR ONLY $1.75 TO:
CAA FOOTBALL RULES
Atlantic Coast Conference
338 North Elm Street, Suite 409
Greensboro, N.C. 24701
Student Trainers
Clockwise from front center: Jerry Thomas,
Jim Massey, Jeff McDonald, Pat Thompson,
Drew Ferguson, Mark Biser
Football Managers
Sitting left to right: Preston Eubanks,
Gerald Mai tin, Preston Camp, Billy
Hehhard; standing, left to right, Joe
Buttemer, Squab Jones, Danny Scott.
Not pictured, Danny Smith.
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Offensive Tackles
Mike Lopalka (silling) and left to righl:
Tom Nash, George Demos, Paul Fersen,
Mayo Tucker, Ken Dumhielon
RESTURANT





into hot buttery bis-
cuits and heaped
with Irish Skerry fries.
1063-A Baxter Ave
ENTERTAINMENT
OPEN MON. THRU SAT.
10 A.M. — 12 Midnight
SUNDAYS
























OUZTS MOTOR CO., Winder, Ga.
UNIVERSITY CHEVROLET CO., Athens, Ga.
BROOKS MOTOR CO., Crawford, Ga.
McCURDY MOTOR CO., Stone Mountain, Ga.
BROOKS MOTOR CO., Conyers, Ga.
MEREDITH CHEVROLET, Lavonia, Ga.
BROOKS CHEVROLET CO., Mlllen, Ga.
CHILDRE CHEVROLET CO., Canton, Ga.
Bulldog
Basketball
/ '71 Ken Rosemond
Head Coach
For 1970-71, Coach Ken Rosemond will
face not so much a rebuilding job (even
though three starters graduated) as a
team restructuring task.
The major weakness of the 1970-71
'Dogs will be lack of experience.
On the plus side, overall depth, better
height, and team shooting ability can
be considered strong points.
At the guard position, while senior
Lanny Taylor will man one slot, there
is a wide open battle for the other posi-
tion.
The center post will become, except
for the center jump, almost non-existent.
Georgia's big men will share the posi-
tion more appropriately known as
center-forward. There will be rotation
and inter-position for the 'new look' at
Georgia for 1970-71.
A talented frosh team under assistant
John Guthrie is shaping up, and the
Bullpups should be as exciting as ever.
TICKET INFORMATION
Chair Seats Bench Seats
Season tickets $39.00 $26.00
Single game tickets 3.00 2.00
All seats are reserved. Home games are in the Georgia
Coliseum. Freshman games at 5:55 p.m., varsity games
at 8:00 p.m. Write for season tickets to the University
of Georgia Athletic Association, Box 1472, Athens,
Georgia 30601. Orders are being accepted now.
THE BULLDOG SCHEDULE
lues. 1 Rollins Athens
Fri. 4 Georgia Tech Athens
LfcJ Mon. 7 N. C. State Athensm
Sat. 19 Davidson Athens
LU Mon. 21 *LSU Baton RougeU
Tues. 29 Charlotte Charlottea
Invitational
Wed. 30
Sat. 2 *Vanderbilt Athens
Mon. 4 'Auburn Athens
>- Sat. 9 'Tennessee Knoxville
oc
<r Mon. 11 'Kentucky Lexington
rsz Mon. 18 'Auburn Auburn
«i
Sat. 23 *Ole Miss Athens
Mon. 25 'Miss State Athens
Sat. 30 'Florida Athens
Wed. 3 Georgia Tech Atlanta
Sat. 6 'Vanderbilt Nashville
>-
a: Mon. 8 'Alabama Tuscaloosa
<i
=3 Sat. 13 'Tennessee Athens
OC Mon. 15 'Kentucky AthensCD
LU Sat. 20 'Ole Miss OxfordU.
Mon. 22 'Miss. State Starkville
Sat. 27 'Florida Gainesville
Thurs 4 'Alabama Athens
m Sat. 6 'LSU Athens
'SEC game.
Freshman preliminary prior to all home






































Ball Dead: If Hand





Time Out followed with











Ball Ready for Play
Player Disqualified
SUMMARY OF PENALTIES
(Includes Only Most Common Penalties)
'Illegal forward pass
''Offensive pass inter-
LOSS OF DOWN—Forward pass illegally touched
by offense • 'Intentionally grounding forward pass
ference
LOSS OF 5 YARDS—Delay of game • Exceeding 25-second count • Excess
time out • Failure to pause full second in shift • False start • Free kick
out of bounds • Illegal forward pass • Infraction of substitution rules • In-
terference with opponents or ball preceding snap • Offense illegally in motion
at snap • Offside • Snapper's position and ball adjustment • Taking more
than 2 steps after fair catch • Infraction of scrimmage formation
LOSS OF 15 YARDS—Delay of game at start of half • Butting with helmet or
head • Clipping • Defense disconcerting signals • Failure to return ball to
official after score • Grasping face mask of opponent • Illegal use of hands
• Ineligible receiver downfield • Piling on • Roughing the kicker or holder •
Tackling or blocking fair catcher • Tackling out of bounds after ball is dead
• Unsportsmanlike conduct (non-contact foul) • Unnecessary roughness (kick-
ing, kneeing, tripping, etc.)
LOSS OF HALF DISTANCE TO GOAL LINE— If penalty exceeds half the distance
to goal
OFFENSE FIRST DOWN ON 1-YARD LINE—Defensive pass interference in end
zone • Defensive foul behind goal line on running play.
PLAYER DISQUALIFIED—Striking with a fist, extended forearm, elbow or locked
hands • Flagrant player fouls
'Plus 5 yards
"Plus 15 yards
OFFENDED TEAM'S BALL AT SPOT OF FOUL—Defensive pass interference •
Illegally batting or kicking free ball • Player fouls when ball is free
VIOLATION, BUT NO PENALTY (Does not offset penalty by opponent)— First
touching of free kick by kicking team before ball travels 10 yards • First
touching of scrimmage kick by kicking team beyond the neutral zone
COLLEGIATE COMMISSIONERS ASSOCIATION
Early in 1939 five college football commissioners estab-
listied an organization for the purpose of attacking mutual
problems. From ttiat small beginning has grown what is now
the Collegiate Commissioners Association, its members the
chief executive officers and their assistants from the eleven
major college conferences from coast to coast. Representing
nearly 300 institutions, they range in size from the seven-
member Mid-American Conference to the mammoth 190-
member Eastern College Athletic Conference.
The CCA's field of interest has broadened greatly since
its inception, now encompassing not only football, but all
sports on the collegiate program. The members as such give
united attention not alone to officiating assignment and rules
interpretation, but also to procedures on undergraduate ath-
letic recruitment and eligibility and to the many other facets
of intercolleoiate sports administration




What's in a name? Occasionally,
among the hordes of Liohs, Tigers
and Indians, college team nicknames
have a unique connection with a par-
ticular school.
The Jumbos of Tufts University in
Massachusetts bear the stamp of for-
mer trustee and circus owner P. T.
Bamum. In 1890, Barnum bequested
the hide of Jumbo, a famous circus
elephant, to the University. Students
promptly adopted the name for the
teams and the hide, now in the Tufts'
Barnum Museum, attracts many stu-
dent visitors who put pennies in
Jumbo's trunk for luck.
An Arkansas sports editor hung
the nickname "Wonder Boys" on the
Arkansas Tech football team after a
spectacular football upset victory in
1919. TTiis past season, the gridders
vindicated their name, finishing with
a record of 10-1.
The University of Delaware reached
back into the state's Revolutionary
War history for the name of the
"Fightin' Blue Hens." The First Dela-
ware Regiment carried ferocious game
cocks of the brood of the Kent County,
Del. Blue Hens, along with them as
they fought the British at Trenton and
other battlefields.
Knox College, Galesburg, 111., took
the name "Siwashers" after author
George Fitch referred to his alma
mater as "Old Siwash" in several
books written about his undergradu-
ate days.
Kenyon College, Gambler, Ohio,
and Washburn University of Topeka,
Kans., picked nicknames to show
gratitude to benefactors. Kenyon was
financed in 1824 by the contribution
of many English Lords and Ladies,
hence the school name "Lords." The
Washburn "Ichabods" honor the con-
tributions of the college's namesake,
Ichabod Washburn.
The University of Hawaii's "Rain-
bows" reflects an early college legend.
The students believed that the ap-
pearance of a rainbow in the campus's
Manoa Valley was a sure sign of
victory.
Sportswriters named many college
teams. The names of Northwestern
University's Wildcats and Michigan
State's Spartans were popularized
after their use in the local newspapers.
The Zips of the University of
Akron, Ohio, got their name after
the school held a contest in 1926 for
an appropriate name. A student
thought of the name after buying a
pair of $6 overshoes called Zippers.
The Jersey City State College,
originally saddled with the nickname
"Crows," recently chose Gothics as
a team name, a description of the
college's architectural style.
The University of Illinois adopted
the name of the early inhabitants of
the state—the Illini Indians. The Uni-
versity of Iowa, however, contrary to
popular belief, is not named for local
Hawkeye Indians. Hawkeye was a
hero in James Fenimore Cooper's
novel, "The Last of the Mohicans."
Perhaps the most paradoxical of all
college nicknames is Elon College's
The Fighting Christians. The North
Carolina school was connected with
the Christian denomination in its
early days,
Minnesota has been known as the
Gopher State since 1857 when a de-
rogatory cartoon, featuring humanoid
Gophers as state residents, popular-
ized the nickname. The 'Gopher' used
as the mascot of the University of
Minnesota is also known as the 13-
striped ground squirrel.
Marshall University of Huntington,
West Virginia, was christened with the
name "Thundering Herd" by a local
sportswriter.
The Purdue Boilermakers were so-
called originally in derision. Liberal
arts colleges considered Purdue be-
neath them because it was primarily
a school for engineers and agricul-
tural students. Through the years the
stigma was lifted and Purdue is now
proud of the nickname.
The NCAA football guides shows
that Tigers is the most common nick-
name with 25, followed by 20 Wild-
cats, 18 Indians, 17 Bulldogs, 15
Bears and 14 Yellow Jackets.
The color spectrum ranges from
the Blue Jays (Johns Hopkins), Blue
Streaks (John Carroll), Blue Boys
(Illinois College), Blue Hose (Pres-
byterian, S.C.), Big Blue (Milliken),
Blugolds (Eau Claire) to Green
Knights (St. Norbert), to Golden
Bulls (Johnson C. Smith), Golden
Eagles (Clarion and Tennessee Tech)
,
Golden Tornadoes (Geneva), Golden
Bears (California), to Black Bears
(Maine), to Purple Raiders (Mount
Union), Purple Aces (Evansville),
Purple Knights (Bridgeport), to the
Scarlet Knights (Rutgers), Red Drag-
ons (Cortland State), to Maroon
Chiefs (Morningside, Iowa), to Big
Red (Cornell and Denison), to the
White Mules (Colby).
On another note, you could have the
Blue Devils of Duke and Central
Conn. State teaming with the Red
Devils of Dickinson, Pa., and Eureka
College, the Demon Deacons of Wake
Forest against the Battling Bishops of
Ohio Wesleyan, Carroll, Mont., Col-
lege's Fighting Saints and the Fight-
ing Christians of Elon.
Nationalities could clash when the
Terrible Swedes of Bethany, Kan.,
met the Flying Dutchmen of Central,
Iowa, College (also Hofstra, Hope
and Lebanon Valley are nicknamed
the Flying Dutchmen) and the Fight-
ing Scots of Monmouth, III., against
the Fighting Irish of Notre Dame. O





Just two, short years ago. Southern phiyed in the
confines of its own backyard ... an eight-state region in
the mid-South. But thats all changed now. Today,
Southern is showing its winning ways in New York.
Newark, Washington, St. Louis. Miami,
Orlando, Tallahassee and Chicago.
Next trip, check Southern's fly pattern
to any of the 66 cities it serves. See
if Southern's own brand of service
doesn't score points with you, too.
SOUTHERNM AIRWAYS






Three Western Sizzlin's to Serve you. .
.
ATHENS -1061 BAXTER ST. MACON - 855 RIVERSIDE DR.
ATLANTA— 2165 N. DECATUR
Open 11:00 to 11:00 7 Days a Week
fine customized
clothing . . .
DYNAMIC STYLE
with the Qccent on
GOOD TASTE
downtown . . . ienox-square . . . greenbriarj^^
...since 1879, the style center of the South.
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SOMEBODY CARES, Cont'd from page 1
1
"We did everything together as a
team and wanted them all to under-
stand what we were trying to do.
"One day someone wanted to take
a couple of the kids swimming, and
we told them no. We all had to go or
nobody went. With the type kids we
were working with, they just couldn't
understand it if we left someone out.
"Naturally the kids fussed and
bickered at times, but we showed no
favoritism to anyone, and this is the
thing that I appreciated most about
the program."
Both Kent and Cheryl are working
toward Masters degrees, his in physi-
cal education and hers in child de-
velopment.
She wants to engage in adoption
work.
Her interest in programs such as
the one she and Kent worked in this
past summer began through church
activities in Hoboken, Ga. "The
more you work with people, the more
personal rewards you get in life," she
says. "This has been a tremendous
experience for us and I was happy
that Kent was interested. He really
adjusted to the kids and their prob-
lems, and, most of all, he understood
and worked for the proper solutions.
Each child was different, and he had
all the patience and understanding
necessary to handle a responsibility
as great as the one he had."
Now Kent is back with football
again, a sport which has brought him
much success and opportunity in his
young life. He has the ability to
understand and communicate with a
quarterback and nine other team-
mates in the complex offensive sys-
tem of the National Football League.
He heads downfield then cuts toward
the post with a speed and quickness
few men on this earth have. He
reaches up to catch an inflated
leather ball with a grace and style
millions of Americans pay to see each
Fall. Downfield he sprints, zig-zag-
ging his way to the goal line for a
touchdown.
All of this requires expert mental
and physical abilities, attributes Kent
Lawrence doesn't take for granted.
Each day he reminds himself of his
blessings and thinks about a certain
group of young kids who are not so
fortunate and whose main thrill in life
will be having someone understand
and care for them. O
Fall at Six Flags. It's a spectacular spell brewed
from sun-warmed days, crisp, clear nights, frost-
nipped foliage, a million autumn flowers. .. and
the history, mystery and magic that live here all
year round. Come some enchanted weekend soon.
FALL OPERATING HOURS: September 5, 6, 7
(Labor Day Weekend), open 10 a.m. — 10 p.m.
Other September Saturdays and Sundays, 10 a.m.
— 8 p.m. October and November Saturdays and
Sundays, 10 a.m. — 6 p.m. A one-price ticket




BEST WAY TO FOLLOW
THE DOGS
SOUTHEASTERN STAGES
ATHENS, GA. ATLANTA, GA. AUGUSTA, GA.
404 404 404
549-2255 874-2741 722-3581
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If you want to be whole-house
warm this winter, why not use the
unit that will keep you whole-house cool
all summer, too! The International
heat pump literally wrings "free heat"
from outdoor winter air— even at
low outside temperatures— and then
"pumps" heat and humidity from
your home in hot weather. You get
automatic, matchless comfort all year
'round— and exclusive International
features and engineering assure you
trouble-free performance, too.
With International—tomorrow is built in!
Enjoy central heating and cooling year 'round
with an international heat pump
10 TEN YEAR WARRANTY
International Heat Pumps qualify for the low cost Georgia Power Co
pany 10-Year Service Plan. This service contract provides all pat
and lalior for maintenance and servicing, for the full ten years.
FINANCING - low, low rates available NOW for conversions. UP TO
$180 ALLOWANCE toward wiring - save extra money NOW! TOTAL
ELECTRIC RATE Is extra low - means extra savings!
Above benefits are available for all Georgia Power Company customer
whose Installations meet certzin standards.
* I
INTERNATIONAL Heating & Air Conditioning Corp. • Utica, New York • Division: Weil-IVIcLain Co., Inc.
SEE YOUR INTERNATIONAL DEALER AFTER THE GAME!
I M T E n NAT I O ISIA L
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BOOTIN' teuton, cont'd from page 8
kind assistance from his friend. Dr.
Tom Lightsey of West Georgia, Peter
had all the enthusiasm of a kid with
his first Christmas train, but he had
to spend that year on the B-team.
In 1968, he got a couple of oppor-
tunities to kickoff, and, in the rainy
Florida game that year, it was Peter
who kicked a field goal for Georgia's
final three points in that 51-0 splasher.
Afterwards he rode to the sidelines on
the shoulders of his teammates, and it
is doubtful that anyone enjoyed a
score in that championship season
more than Peter.
Assistant Defensive Line Coach Sam Mrvos
holds while Rajecki works to perfect his
"soccer kicking" style.
Last year, he did all of the kicking off
and will do the same in his senior
year, 1970. He will also be used for
long field goal attempts.
He is a scholarship player this sea-
son, a dream come true for Peter who
is yet to receive his U. S. citizenship.
He's looking forward to his senior
season, realizing that he's come a long
way and having matured by his evalu-
ation, ". . . more than any other player
on this team. I was very naive when
I came to Georgia, and I've really
grown up, wouldn't you say?"
As you would expect, Peter has
taken a lot of kidding and there have
been times when he wasn't sure how
people felt about him. "But my team-
mates have been great and, this is the
greatest bunch of guys there is. I've
gotten a lot of help from my teachers,
and I love it here at Georgia," he ex-
plains.










Before and after the game, tune to
960 for complete traffic and sports
information.
For information on Georgia Sports Networks, contact
L. H. Christian, WRFC, Athens, Ga., 543-3411.
When buying diamonds, silver, watches, or fine Jewelry, wise shoppers
do not trust luck. They have a better way ... a safe way. They select
a Jeweler who has earned the title Registered Jeweler, Member of
American Gem Society.
Foster's Jewelers Is proud of this distinction. So Don't settle for less
than professional advice. Shop Foster's Jewelers in Downtown Athens.
MEMBER OF
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Get a status symbol
that carries some weight
The time is past when people thought
of a truck as strictly a workhorse.
In fact, Chevy pickups are being
used for so many personal and
leisure time activities that they've
become a kind of symbol for a
new life-style.
It's easy to see why.
Our pickups combine the luxury
and utility today's on-the-go
generation wants. You can order
such conveniences as an automatic
transmission, power steering and
power brakes.
Even air conditioning, bucket
seats and carpeting.
And with it all you get the
practicality of a "trunk" up to SVi
feet long. Try that out for size on
your next shopping trip. Or vacation
trip. Or football outing.
The man to see is your Chevrolet
dealer. He'll show you more reasons
why Chevy pickups are so popular.
1
}^CHEVROLET.
Putting you first, keeps us first.
bootin' teuton, cont'd from page 57
sport in a country he knew little about
for so many years, although he knew
that he would someday join his par-
ents in the United States.
Growing up in a coal and steel
town in the heart of war-devastated
Germany, Peter appreciates the good
things of this country, but is forever
baffled by the rat race he's learning
to live with.
His family was torn apart by the
war with six uncles in a family of 12
dying in World War II. Reared by a
grandmother who was sick much of
her life, Peter looked to surviving
uncles for guidance and direction.
Uncle Werner played some profes-
sional soccer and taught him the
sport. Peter made his own hockey
stick and skated on ice in the winter
and switched to roller skates for sum-
mer hockey.
"Sports are great, and I have al-
ways loved athletics and always will,"
he says.
When Peter wasn't playing hockey or
soccer, he would dive into the Staat-
wald Kapfen Teich (Lake of the Carp
Fish) and find knives and guns that
were deposited there during the war.
"My home was across the road
from an area where there were con-
centration camps during the war, and
as youngsters we used to find many
things that were used in World War
II," he adds.
Peter is majoring in business and
hopes to engage in international trade,
which will enable him to travel when
he is finished with college. He wants
to visit his hometown again and see
the changes since he left.
He may have an exciting story
about American football to tell his
friends when he returns. Many of his
thrills and dreams have been realized,
but taking part in Georgia victories
this fall would provide him with addi-
tional memories he'll long remember.
Peter has enjoyed football, which
he loves, and he's thinking that he
might give the professionals a try next
year. Like the old story he heard in
high school, he might as well forget
that.
He's not likely to forget the idea
like he didn't forget in high school;
like he won't forget about the fun he's
had at Georgia and like he won't for-
fjet the post-war problems of Gelsen-
kirchen which his American team-
mates know nothing about. O
just like the bulldogs!
(L-R, Back Row)
This is Jeff Jerkins, age
12, wt. 96 lbs., wearing a
Georgia Bulldog Jacket,
size 16 and Jeff Pyburn,
age 11, wt. 95 lbs.,
wearing a Georgia football
uniform . . . helmet size:
medium, jersey size:
large, pants: medium
8-12. (L-R, Front Row),
Trey Thompson, age 4 and
Tom Johnson, age 3,
are wearing Bulldog shirts
(extra small).
1. Georgia Football Helmet-(S6y8.6%), M(6%-7). WVs-lW % 9.95
Georgia Football Helmet Decals pair l.oo
Football Helmet (white only) $5.99- 13.99
Georgia Football Jersey (Boys) S(26), M(30), L(34), XL(36) 4.99
Georgia Football Pants with pads-white with black
stripes-boys' sizes S(24-26), M(28-30), L(32) 7.99
Georgia Football Jackets, red body with black vinyl sleeves-
even sizes 4-20 16.99
Shoulder Pads-Spaulding or Wilson $5.99- 13.99
Georgia Football-Spaulding JSV . . 22.99
Duke Football-Wilson AFL & NFL 24.99
Jr. or Midget Football JSJ (Spaulding-leather or rubber) 8.99
Soccer Shoes (Wilson or Spaulding) sizes 1-12 8.99
Stadium Seats (red and black) 4.99
Georgia Carry-All Bag 4.99
Boys' Tee Shir1s-XS(20), 3(24-26), M(28-30), L(32-34) 1.75
Men's Tee Shirts-white or red with standing BuMdog-S{36),
M(38-40), L(40-42), XL(44) 2.75
Bulldog Poster (not shown) .50
Bulldog Cushion (not shown) 2.00
BULLDOG
Sporting Goods
1068 BAXTER ST. — ATHENS, GA. 30601
OPEN BEFORE AND AFTER THE GAME
CLIP AND MAIL
BULLDOG SPORTING GOODS
1068 BAXTER ST. — ATHENS, GA. 30601
QUANTITY ITEM COLOR SIZE
(ADULT OR CHILD)
PRICE
Enclosed find: Check 3% Ga. Sales Tax
Money Order Total (including postage)
Please Include 3% Ga. Sales Tax plus 50( for mailing and handling.












College at Clayton Athens, Ga.
FROM THE EDITOR
There's nothing quite like foohall season. It trings
hack an enthusiasm and excitement that gives you a lift
after a long, hot summer.
You get charged up and ready to go. Work is more fun
and the atmosphere that surrounds foothall is quite
refreshing. It has been eight months since foothall sea-
son ended, and the players and coaches were anxious to
get hack to work for the 1970 season.
This is the seventh year for Coach Vince Dooley at
Georgia, and his teams have provided many thrills, and
while 1970 should he a hetter year than 1969, the
Bulldogs have some problems to solve and some tough
competition to face.
He doesn't have the strength he would like at every
position, but he has some talented athletes who
should provide an exciting season.
We'll attempt to cover the team, its history and
activities in an exciting manner through this and the
next four issues of our home football program series.
This issue includes a feature on one of Georgia's best
loved friends of many years. Dr. Marion A. Hubert;
soccer-style kicker Peter Rajecki; and former Bulldog
flanker Kent Lawrence.
This season, Dr. John Stegeman is providing a Georgia
scrapbook for us and his contributions each year are
very interesting and informative.
Clate Sanders is back, and Clate is a valuable member
of our program staff. His photography for the past
two seasons has helped to give our programs national
prestige, along with the creative excellence of Floyd
Snoderly and Jack Needle of Stein Printing Co., Atlanta.
Football programs are fun when you have creative and
imaginative people to work with, and we feel we have
the best in the business.
A simple thing like a head coach who is interested in
going over the smallest of details and ideas makes a
difference, too.
Coming up there'll be features on Georgia athletes,
current and past; coaches, alumni and friends.
Next time around you'll get to see the Vince Dooley
family having a ball at Six Flags. Deanna, Daniel, Denise
and Derek raised the Bulldog colors during an active day
which ended with shouts of, "Can we come back
tomorrow?"
Football is the busiest time of the year, but it's
always good to start aigain. There's something magical
about Fall and football; that must be the reason.
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Buy a Little Background . . . Now
In the future, when your son goes out to seek a job
he's going to need a strong background to se-
cure him that top position. It'll cost you less if
you let Cotton States help you— by making a down
payment on his college education today.
With Cotton States "Special Needs" Life
Insurance, your payments are invested
every year until maturity. Then your
child will be ready to attend the college
of his choice — prepaid. SS Remember, you buy only
what you need now. And of course, the younger
your child, the lower the rates. In addition, Cotton
States makes it extra easy to afford. SS Look into
that background investment today by call-
ing your nearest Cotton States agent.
He'll help you with all your insurance
needs — life, auto, home, commercial.
farm, health and accident!
Your Cornerstone To Security
COTTON STATES
INSURANCE
3348 Peachtree Road, N.E. • Atlanta, Georgia 30305
The South's fastest growing insurance group... see the Yellow Pages for your local agent.
